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 31 October 2020 

Exmouth Gulf and Ningaloo 

1. What are the values (environmental, social and cultural) you 
associate or identify with in and around Exmouth Gulf? 

The values that I hold dear are magnified when in Exmouth Gulf. The AUTHENTICITY- there is no 
pretence in Exmouth Gulf - there is no need. The coral colourful and diverse ,marine life plentiful, 
active  surprising and exciting, the beaches beautiful and virgin like. The people are respectful 
and treasure the environment and the inter-structure provided for them now. 

Honour those who have worked so hard to ACHIEVE. This environment (present no where else in 
our World) that I can enjoy NOW is unique, precious and has been protected ,treasured, guided 
and fought for. I thank those who work and have worked tirelessly.  Fancy having the peoples of 
all cultures coming together in their values. 

ADVENTURE- No words can explain your feelings when snorkelling at Exmouth Gulf. Marine life 
circling you the most brilliant of colours- accepting you as one of them. Black tips rushing past. 
The groper- accepting you up close and personal like an old grandfather. Star fish bright reds and 
blues. Sea grass dancing. Stingrays sprinting I can go on and on. I feel fantastic I never won’t to 
go home. Each day gives the inner soul a new level.  
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2. What activities do you engage with in 
and around Exmouth Gulf?

BEAUTY   I become very emotional when I think and feel the 
many beautiful experiences I’ve had in Exmouth Gulf.I really 
can’t wait to share. I may rave but its from my heart and soul 
and you’ll feel it. When the Whale shark swam past me I could see clearly the markings her 
unique DNA. Peace and calm as she moved I was in a place of respect so little ocean movement 
as her tail moved I was  amazed how clean her skin appeared.  The Hump Back his flipper was so 
covered in barnacles  rough looking like oyster beds. I was taken  back as he swam by his huge 
big round dark black  coloured eye seemed to be staring me out- not the boyfriend type you’d 
take home to Mum and Dad that’s for sure. Not frightening just a decent look summing me up. 
The Manta rays are fun to watch and swim with exciting entertaining delightful turning twisting 
dancing planning the next move my mind was on a high childlike as I didn’t miss a single 
gracious move. A perfect sunny day with rays of light darting through the water- when they open 
their mouth you just wish you could be directly in front of them. Up to 8 coming and  going 
playfully hanging about -does life get any  better than that. 
The Shark cleaning station -to this day  I think did that really happen. Snorkelling keeping 
stationary over a shark feeding station 15 or more sharks coming to the beauty parlour like a 
drive by. Lots of small fish basically cleaning them as they swam through just a calm massage 
area. I still cant believe how I have  such a peaceful unique good feel about me  when I think of 
them. 

Turtles I was fortunate enough to see a turtle lay her eggs -felt 
it was by personal invitation. I still  cant believe it sitting there  
watching her -no I didn’t feel I was interfering. She actually 
laid her eggs then covered them in fashion that would never 
allow you to think the sand had been disturbed at all. 
Covering the eggs she was so warn out and need many rest 
breaks. The finished nesting area was amazing with course 
sand on top small shell fragments small twigs no indication at 

all of nesting taking place.Than she dug another small indent and proceeded to cover it roughly 
like there may be eggs there this was approximately 1 1/2meters  from her real nest.I do hope all 
went well for her family. I had to phone turtle rescue early one morning a big.  

Turtle making her way back to the water was stuck between rocks. Professional turtle Rescuers 
arrived noted her tags measured her then manoeuvred her so she was free to continue. That 
alone gave me a respect and admiration for the turtle counters and head rangers -keeping data 
for us. They were beautiful people to talk with and I loved feeling the enthusiasm of the young 
people. We are in good hands if  others LEAVE US ALONE. Snorkelling and swimming  with 
marine life in Exmouth can be -just a short walk into the water. You can be in 1/2 meter of water 
and be surrounded by fish. Ive been circled by tropical fish counting 30 at least what a life I’ve 
experienced. Seeing clams of different colours opening and closing deep purple and blues so 
delicate a frilled edge. Star fish big,  brilliant colours and beautiful. The sneaky octopus his there 
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alright he knows what your doing but you need a keen eye at times to spot him -master 
manipulators.  

LETS PLAY SO NATURE WINS. 

Then the Marlin fishing we go out to the deep aboard “On 
Strike” the only older women on board. I was truely blessed 
with a -to the grave experience- During our 5 hours out I was 
lucky enough to score a giant 2,000 kg marlin what a fight and 
yes I did need help I got tired but gee the thrill. The  5 on  board 
all thrilled. Two young men from up north West Australia said 
congrats it was a b….. horse -she was big. We all had great  
fun a true life story. My first experience at paddle boarding was 
in the surf at Exmouth. Lesson on the sanding than away. It’s 

my  regular exercise now and I love it. Valuable first lesson how to fall off safely. The beautiful big 
sand dunes I’m yet to body surf down but will do it the colour and the contours draw me in. The 
coral here is so diverse I associate it with been in a rain forrest extremely beautiful everywhere 
you look I just float on top at times and stare. What a rave I make myself stop. The beauty here is 
also seen in other ways with the visitors and locals in appreciation of the ecosystem the camping, 
amenities, entrance fees ,rangers, safety features the style of person who comes here 
appreciates and values the place. I feel you would be listened to and valued if you presented a 
complaint also. Oh  I could not forget the fish co op, local bakery visitors centre.  
I do not won’t this area tainted by optional tours from cruise ships. At present people who truely 
wont to appreciate this  area travel to you - you accommodate and appreciate us , you see us - 
the traveller -as beautiful. 

I hope you have journeyed with me. TALK, UNDERSTAND, LOVE, CONNECT AND RESPECT 
EXMOUTH GULF.  Do not disconnect this beautiful unique place for financial gain.There is no 
need for development here  
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3. What environmental pressures do 
you observe in and around 
Exmouth Gulf?

I’m a regular visitor to Exmouth Gulf area and treasure the area I therefore feel I should answer 
your question by fact gathering this would be valuable. 

BIODIVERSITY; Lets have a Exmouth Gulf Seabed Biodiversity mapping Characterisation Project-
mapping marine habitat and their associates biodiversity across the Exmouth Gulf. 

CONNECTIVITY; Have  a study on marine organisms and their large scale movement early in life 
when they are microscopic plankton.This dispersal phase has a large impact on how rapidly 
populations grow and how resilient they are to human and natural perturbation. 

SELF SUFFICIENT AND SURVIVING 

ENVIRONMENTAL; Let’s focus on what drives and shapes the current and future status of the 
Marine biodiversity assets in the region. This will effect me and  all sectors of business as I’m a 
regular visitor. Understand coastal processors especially the smaller scale coastal processes that 
influence individual reef like inshore reef system at Ningaloo. Reefs depend on fine scale 
circulation patterns to exchange nutrients, heat and laurel material between  the regions shallow 
reefs and surrounding oceans. 
 Use the remote sensing 10-sito field observation and numerical modelling to assess the 
environment. 

BOLDNESS; We must stand together to save the ecosystem at Exmouth Gulf. With a strong 
determine clear bold confidence and soul surviving approach to do and act in every way possible 
in order to honour those of the past and into the future. Have an innovative clear vivid approach - 
be bold. 
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4.What environmental pressures in and 
around Exmouth Gulf affect you/your 
sector or business? 

  

Exmouth Gulf especially the Ningaloo Reef area play a large roll in my life and I don’t want 
environmental pressures or financial gain to change that. The reef provides sanity, peace, beauty, 
physical attraction   and I have a mental and physical appreciation for it. Treasure the present 
environmental status and work towards stability. Our responsibility avoid water pollution, 
population growth, over fishing and waste productivity, let us protect our Ecologically valuable 
natural area.           

LEAVE NATURE TO NURTURE 

5.  Are there other activities that are proposed (or likely to be 
proposed) that you are aware of, which will impact the 
Exmouth Gulf?

There are projects that I’m seriously concerned about.     I wonder how concerned the Navel Base 
situated in Exmouth is about these proposals. Are they included in consultation and are their 
recommendation made public. I can see no benefit- merit long or short term for these proposals. 
Please be guided by the destruction, devastation and long term alterations to the West Coast of 
Australia by previously approved  projects. Let’s learn, be brave and stand firm  ENOUGH is 
ENOUGH.   
  
I’m Concerned re;   Gascoyne Gateway Cruise - Multi-Use marine Facility - K&S Salt proposal - 
Learmonth Pipeline Fabrication Project - Subsea 7 Pipeline Fabrication Facility. 

These projects all have the capability to significantly damaging, altering and or ceasing the 
present environment and biodiversity.  Please no alteration to the present pressures your special 
West Coast is experiencing.  Lets live without this financial gain. Be Proud and like what we do 
and how we do it and with that who we are. 

   PROTECT     PROTECT                      RESPECT     RESPECT
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